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Are You Aware of the Dark Side of
Halloween?
I don't normally concern myself with Halloween. I
enjoyed dressing up as a child and trick or treating. But,
as an adult, costumes parties were more of a rare
occasion although I have some fond memories of some.
But, now as a spiritual healer, I was reminded yesterday of a nuance many may not be present to
these days. The real dynamics of Halloween is that the veil is very thin these couple of days. The
dark side of that is that darkness can come through and mess with you more easily. Many are
above it because their vibration is so high they are less impenetrable.
I had a case yesterday, however, where a client was introduced to a potential client dynamic where
the prospect was being overshadowed by darkness. Although the person was basically a good
person, as well as a healer, the energy of scammer came through. It turned out I was picking up the
dark individual that was overshadowing her. Once that darkness is removed from that individual,
she should be fine to work with by my client.
It reminded me that most people aren't educated on the subject of darkness. It is often a touchy
subject because of the denial it exists or the fear of it. Being aware makes you more savvy.
Have you ever found yourself...
more agitated than usual?
cursing more than normal?
expressing more anger than typical?
conflicted or confused over circumstances?
can't make a decision?
experiencing sabotage, including self sabotage?
These are examples of how darkness may be influencing you. Of course, some of these dynamics
may be caused by your own negative past and programming. Fortunately, that can be cleared as
well. But, we are focusing on the dynamics today of the negative effects of the way darkness and
demons may influence you in general.
But, because the veil is thinned these few days, be aware of more unusual occurrences or
something feeling off. You may notice things you couldn't see before. If you have more challenges,
don't be surprised. If you are attacked or pick up those vibrations, be assured we can easily clear
them privately. Also, in our group call Saturday, we can remove them as well. Further details
below.
In the interim, if you wish to understand how demons operate so you are more educated, feel free
to access this free report, Did the Devil Make You Do It?
This is all a part of life that affects most in one way or another. In the moment, you can always ask
for Archangel Michael's protection. But, as mentioned, we can clear it and do so quickly.
Interestingly, it is quicker to remove darkness and attachments than to eliminate the layers of
patterns, and programming you carry. But, the better you are at recognizing the influence of
darkness or avoiding it, the easier it is to enjoy life and succeed with ease.
Wishing you a safe and happy Halloween...

Blessings,

PS: Don't forgot to join is our Facebook group, Help from Heaven, for further discussion.
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Wisdom of the Guardian

Group Healing Calls

Many are struggling
for answers and have
asked what they can
do personally do their
own healing. Reading
"Wisdom of the
Guardian: Treasures
from Archangel
Michael to Change
Your Life" can help.
Michael addresses
purpose, career,
relationships, parenting, and Heaven on Earth
among other insights.
Michael is always with you when you read the
book.
The tools he provides at the end of the book will
serve you over and over again.
Wisdom of the Guardian

November 2, 2019, 11:11 AM EST
Clear Your Past and Change Your Future
This is your opportunity to let go of negative
emotions, beliefs, situations, challenges,
karma, ancestral and 3D programming as well
as anything sabotaging or concerning you. We
will be clearing for better focus, more gratitude
and greater positivity and improved outcomes.
Always a new teaching from Heaven is
included which you will be emailed.
Click here for details and registration

Joy S. Pedersen, CEO and Founder of Express Success LLC, is a Doctor of Divinity,
Licensed Spiritual Healer, Certified Spiritual Health Coach, Certified Law of Attraction
Practitioner, Non-denonimation ordained minister and a #1 International Best-selling author.
She is also a noted business consultant and networker with a celebrated international
clientele.
She works closely with individuals and businesses of all sizes to overcome their challenges
with money, relationships, career, business, health and well being. Her work includes
clearing negative memories, emotions, limited beliefs, property, travel, karma, curses and
darkness as well as clearing the future.
Her pro bono work focuses on a global peace and prosperity initiative healing the cause of the imbalances and
atrocities negatively affecting all to set humanity free.
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